
LEQ Essay

Skill: Causation

In your response, you will be assessed on the following.

* Respond to the prompt with a historically defensible thesis or claim that establishes a line of reasoning.
* Describe a broader historical context relevant to the prompt.
* Support an argument in response to the prompt using specific and relevant examples of evidence.

Evaluate the degree to which trans-Atlantic exchanges influenced the development of different regions 
of the British colonies in North America in the period from 1607-1754.

1. Pre-writing: 

a. Brainstorm possible Trans-Atlantic Exchanges that would have influenced the development of differing colonial 
regions.

b. After brainstorming, attach your exchanges to differing colonial regions and discuss the type of impact and the 
degree that each would have had upon each colonial region.

c. Once you have made your connections, then contextualize the development by time and place that you have 
identified.

d. Do not forget to also consider factors in the development of a colonial region that may not have been Trans-
Atlantic exchanges— i.e. climate and soil types (environmental issues).

2. Develop your thesis.

a. Craft an argument that incorporates all of the elements that you have connected in your brainstorming.
b. Make sure that your argument contains three elements that you wish to interconnect and discuss throughout 

the length of your essay.

3. Discuss your contextualization.

a. One you have crafted your thesis, write out the contextual connections to the elements that it addresses.
b. Write a sentence that will open your paragraph and has all of the elements that display your contextual 

connections.

4. Write the paragraph.

a. In developing your paragraph, your sentences should be in the following order:

* Contextualization (Time and Place)
* Thesis Argument (Three Elements)
* Discussion- Element #1 (Cause and Effect)
* Discussion- Element #2 (Cause and Effect)
* Discussion- Element #3 (Cause and Effect)
* Significance (Impact of the Elements- Into the American Revolution)

Sample Opening Paragraph Ideas:

From 1607-1754, the British Empire would establish thirteen colonies that would be located off of the eastern 
Atlantic coast of North America. (Contextualization— Example) 

However, it was the trans-Atlantic exchange processes such as competition between the British and the other 
European powers for the development of colonial territories in the New World (France, Spain, and Holland), the 



development of the mercantilist system of trade and the process of immigration that would fuel the emergence of 
regional identities in the British North American colonies. (Thesis— Example)

Even as the British began to compete with the French, Spanish and Dutch to create colonies in the New World, it 
first developed colonies in the South (Chesapeake Bay region) that were based on agricultural profits, while 
colonies simultaneously developed in the North (New England region) that became safe havens for religious 
dissenters. (Element— Example)

By 1754, the emergence of a unique American character and culture was taking shape throughout each of the 
regions of the British colonies thanks to trans-Atlantic exchange movements such as the Enlightenment and the 
Great Awakening that would ultimately lead to the American Revolution and eventually a new nation. (Conclusion
— Example)

Sample Opening Paragraph:

Throughout the colonial period, 1607-1754, the British Empire established thirteen distinct colonies off of the coast 
of North America. It was the competitive and intense imperial rivalries over resources and power, trade and 
production based off of geography and climate and mass immigration to the thirteen colonies that determined the 
varying degree and speed of development evident in each colonial region. The competition with other European 
powers prompted the establishment of the colonies for differing reasons (such as for-profit colonies vs. religious 
safe havens) which allowed for differing regional identities. The trade of products dictated the economic identities 
of the colonies and mass immigration led to distinctive demographic development in each region. These 
transatlantic exchange processes created divided colonial regions by the end of the period with a multitude of 
towns for example in the North that were becoming more reliant on craftwork while those in the South were 
becoming increasingly more reliant on agriculture and cash crops.  

5. Brainstorm ideas for the evidence that you would use for each element that you will write about for each body 
paragraph. It might look something like this—

** Immigration

Brainstorming Elements: Puritans, Germans, Swedes, Dutch, Quakers, Scots-Irish, Indentured Servants, West African 
Slaves, and the English

6. After your brainstorming, connect the groups to the development of distinctive identities. Make sure that you 
have a connection for each region that you are writing about in your paragraph and how each group would make it 
unique.

Example:

The Middle Colonies had been under the control of the Dutch, prior to being taken over by the English in 1664. 
Since the Dutch had such a small population, their parliament recruited immigrants from the German states of the 
Holy Roman Empire to populate their colonies such as New York, which gave the region a sense of cultural 
diversity that did not exist in the British colonies. (Sentence w/element and evidence)

7. Once you have all three of your elements brainstormed remember that you have to do the following to 
construct your body paragraphs—

* Contextualize
* Explain the significance of your element in developing a regional colonial identity.
* Give a piece of evidence for each colonial region that was impacted by the element and how it helped to develop 

a unique regional identity.
* Connect your impact of the element on the development of a regional identity with what you are going to 

discuss in the conclusion of your essay. 

Paragraph Sample:



Element— Education

From 1630-1750, the institution of education developed in the British North American colonies and shaped both 
the character and the values of each colonial region. In the New England region, education was important as its 
Puritan inhabitants would establish the first schools for its children in the villages of its colonies. The development 
of early schools for young Puritan children would ultimately lead to a more literate and democratic society in New 
England that featured very little socio-economic inequality. It also led to the development of the first university in 
the British North American colonies— Harvard University in 1636. However, even though the Chesapeake region 
was established earlier than New England, with its large population of indentured servants and few towns, the 
region did not establish an encompassing school system for its children. A few schools did develop in the early port 
cities and small towns, but the children of pioneering immigrants who moved into the frontier backcountry would 
have had few opportunities to achieve an education. It would take quite some time for the first university to be 
established in the Chesapeake region which was the College of William and Mary in 1693. The colonies of the 
Lower South only featured schools in their port cities and towns which were few and far-between even by the end 
of the period. No universities appeared in these colonies until after the Revolution. With their growing slave 
populations and poor white farming villages in the backcountry, perhaps the Lower South was the least literate and 
as a result— the least democratic of all of the colonies and featured the greatest amount of socio-economic 
inequality. The sons of wealthy planters in both the Chesapeake and Lower South often sent their sons to Europe 
for an education or hired private tutors. The children of poor farming families and those living in poverty in its port 
cities rarely received an education. Slaves, by far the largest immigrant group in the Lower South, were forbidden to 
have an education— a painful reminder that still has ramifications to the present in our nation. In the Middle 
Colonies and in New England, new colleges and universities (such as Princeton, Columbia, Brown, Rutgers and 
Dartmouth— even the first state supported school— The University of Pennsylvania) would appear after the Great 
Awakening, as new churches in those regions would demand an educated ministry. With their literate and educated 
societies, the New England and Middle Colonies would be at the forefront of the development of the American 
Revolution and the birth of a new nation based on the ideals of education and the democratic values of the 
Enlightenment. 

8. Your conclusion must answer the following question. What happens next in American history because of the 
processes that you have been addressing throughout the course of the essay? Your effort might look like the sample 
below.

Paragraph Sample: 

Conclusion—

Despite the growth of regional colonial identities throughout the period from 1607-1754, the processes of the 
following transatlantic exchanges: imperial rivalries, trade and immigration also would lead the thirteen original 
colonies to unite against the British in the American Revolution. By 1754, immigration into the colonies had pushed 
the boundaries of the British colonies to the point that settlers were beginning to encroach on French territory. As 
Great Britain’s greatest rival, the encroachment of settlers would push the two superpowers (Great Britain and 
France) into a titanic world war— the Seven Years’ War (or, French and Indian War in North America) which would 
lead both nations into tremendous debt, despite Great Britain emerging victorious and gaining territory from both 
the French and the Spanish. The debt that Great Britain would incur from the conflict would lead them to begin 
taxing crucial items of trade that came from the American colonies. It is this process of taxation that would lead 
the people of the American colonies to eventually complete the process of unification as Americans after the twin 
transatlantic movements of the Great Awakening and the Enlightenment, that would put them at odds with the 
people of the mother country, Great Britain. This chain of events would lead the American colonists into their own 
titanic struggle with Great Britain, in which the thirteen colonies would eventually win their independence. 
Ironically, it was also be with French help that the Americans will eventually defeat the British in the American 
Revolution and create a new nation that as a republic, despite its regional differences will be distinctively and also, 
singularly unique.  




